
Annual Fund 2017-2018 Initiatives 
 

Elementary/Primary 
Item Description Sponsor Item 

Soft Spot Cushion 
2 sets of 5 

This wonderful seat cushion keeps students more 
attentive and gives them perfect posture in any 
seat! 

$275.00/set 

Ever Steady Seat Cushion 
1 set of 6 

Turn almost any chair into an active seat with these 
core-engaging cushions that secure with straps! 
The slight instability engages user core muscles, 
working off excess energy for better focus and 
concentration. 

$189.00 

Kids Kore Wobble Chair 
1 set of 6 

A slightly rounded bottom and no-tip design 
provide safe instability that engages your Kore! A 
constant "wobble" engages muscles and provides an 
opportunity to release excess energy. 

$399.00 

Teens Kore Wobble Chair 
1 set of 5 

A slightly rounded bottom and no-tip design 
provide safe instability that engages your Kore! A 
constant "wobble" engages muscles and provides an 
opportunity to release excess energy. 

$429.00 

UtraFit Resistance Bands  
1 Roll 

Great for light activity while seated.  
 

$100.00 

20  Ipads & Cases Apple iPad and Case. $412.50/set 

40 laptops  Lenovo ThinkPad E475 - 14” $500.00/laptop 

9 Storage Cabinets Virco mobile storage cabinets with adjustable shelves.  $1,500.00/cabinet 

6 Picnic Tables  
Landscaping/Grading 

This new space near Buildings C and D will offer our 
Primary and Elementary students a fresh outlook on 
learning as they come outside to do lessons or take a 
break with sunshine and open air! 

$1,000.00/table 
$5,000.00 
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Middle School 

Item Description Sponsor Item 

40 laptops  Lenovo ThinkPad E475 - 14” $500.00/laptop 

Fine Arts 

Item Description Sponsor Item 

Chorale - Hot Spot Monitor 
for Piano 

Galaxy Audio compact, personal Hot Spot Monitor 
 

$350.00 
 

Handbells - 6 Handbell 
Cases  

6 Cases for 5 Octaves of Handbells. These cases will 
not only serve as protective storage in the classroom 
but will also serve as carriers for travel performances. 

$700.00/case 

Band - Manhasset 
Symphony Stands  
 

 

$45.00/stand 

Band - Baritone Sax The 300DK wears the signature Vintage Dark Lacquer 
and is formed from yellow brass for a darker sound. 

$4,000.00 

Athletics 

Item Description Sponsor Item- 

4 Player benches w/shelf 
(21’) 

 

$1,125.00/bench 

Portable Football/Soccer 
combo goal 

This combo goal is ideal for multi-purpose or practice 
fields. 
 

$3,000.00 
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